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Abstract- In the world of design verification for analog and mixed-signal (AMS) Systems on Chips (SOCs) there are 

many problems, some of which are now relatively solved.  AMS modeling has converged on Verilog-AMS and 
SystemVerilog real numbered modeling (SV-RNM), with simulator support available from major electronic design 

automation (EDA) vendors.  Behavioral model development productivity is supported with tools available from some 
smaller EDA vendors.  One of the remaining productivity gaps is in testbench automation.  Digital design teams will often 
have a System-C, transaction level model (TLM) of the digital system under test from which both the RTL and a 

Universal Verification Methodology (UVM) testbench can be derived, however TLM does not work well as a specification 
for an analog or mixed-signal system, and UVM is a complicated stretch for the mixed-signal team to adopt.  For smaller 
digital blocks where C or TLM models exist, or can be developed, as a reference specification, this specification will drive 

the development of a UVM bench for the block level design.  However, for the equivalent level in the mixed-signal design 
comprising several circuits working together: an RF synthesizer, radio receiver or transmitter chain, or even an entire 
radio transceiver with many digital controls but little digital content, no simple and standard way of quickly creating a 

verification bench exists.  This is where there is a convergence of a lot of activity ─ the system designer, analog lead, 
creation and update of the top-level schematic, designers need to start working together, and is therefore the place where 
there is often difficulty and a source for errors.  It is also where circuit simulation is needed and becomes slow and often 

infeasible.  This is the area that we address.  We propose a standardized testbench architecture based on UVM and show 
a method to automate the construction of a bench for each design.  

INTRODUCTION 

Around 1990, when we were starting our careers, the power of digital design methodologies was being realized, 

and the availability of computers was expanding.  Tools for analog and mixed-signal system analysis were also being 

explored.  Several tools of the day were MAST [1], WATSCAD [2] and Easy5 [3], for mixed domain systems analysis, 

and SPICE [4] for circuit analysis. EDA did not yet provide support to validate the relationship between the design  

and simulation.  

Today, as we build systems on chip, many verification teams [5] are using Verilog based Hardware Description 

Language (HDL) [6] with AMS extensions(VerilogAMS) [7] and the recently added user-defined net-type (UDN) 

feature in SystemVerilog, supporting digital design plus mixed signal modeling, and system level verification. The 

adoption of UVM [8] provides digital verification a standard approach, potential reuse, and availability of verification 

IP (intellectual property).  Productivity enhancement for the mixed-signal verification team is available for modeling 

circuit level modeling.  There is a tool to support automatic extraction of an AMS behavioral model from a 

schematic(Arana [9]), one another to construct models from a library of flexible elements, or model transistors in 

SV(Xmodel [10]) and the one we use to construct a behavioral model and test-bench from a textual 

specification(Models in Minutes(MiM) [11]). 

It is currently possible for a mixed-signal verification team to quickly develop the models for a design, and even 

validate that the behavior matches the implementation of each block.  But productivity suffers when it comes to design 

integration testing.  Passing untested analog system designs up to the SOC team dramatically increases the number of 

possible issues to debug, impacting both the integration and modeling teams, creating unplanned re-work and delays.  

The development of intermediate testbenches for the analog parts is one solution.  At the scale of over 100 DUT 

control pins in addition to signal, power, and bias pins, assembling a verification bench by hand is impractically time 

consuming, especially if UVM is involved.   

The objective of our work is to construct a standard testbench for a design under test (DUT),  so that the verification 

team can immediately start to focus on writing tests.  The things we assume one can start with are a list of DUT ports  

(with name and direction at a minimum) and knowledge of the project naming conventions used so that the DUT ports 

can be classified into useful groups.   

First, we discuss our standardized testbench architecture. This includes the handling of analog ports in a UVM 

environment, the introduction of a flexible standard interface and agent to support these, and the handling of register-

based controls for the common case where the register interface and RTL is outside the scope of the test, but sets of 

register sequences are still a required abstraction.   



Next, we show how to  use Python [12] and Jinja [13] templates to construct DUT Specific testbenches from the 

port list and, if it is available, the register map. 

Finally, we show how to use UVM to manage the testing with sequences, including sequences that depend on 

feedback from the design.   

To conclude, we will present the cost (development time) and benefit (TB build time difference) when adopting this 

methodology. 

PROPOSED AMS TESTBENCH ARCHITECTURE 

For a generic testbench, it is useful to keep the architecture simple and universally applicable, at least for designs 

without embedded register interfaces as shown in Figure 1.  An integration level test environment will need to provide 

significant flexibility in ordering test events, as well as supporting a variety of signal generation approaches.  This 

contrasts with the circuit level model test provided by a tool like MiM [11], where we compare the model with the 

implementation, with one test that could be as simple as a  sweep of all the logic control values with pass/fail 

determined for each step. UVM provides flexibility in sequences with support for running multiple tests from a single 

snapshot and standardized messaging and reporting.  UVM will likely be used for the testbench at the next level of 

design integration, allowing for some UVM component reuse from this testbench. Lacking any reasonably standard 

alternatives, we selected UVM. 

 Our approach is to classify ports into two high-level categories:  static control or status bits, and everything else.  

To handle these types, we propose using only two UVM components, one dedicated to the control/status (register) 

interface and the other for generic sequences.  In building the testbench we further group the other signals into 

additional groups, depending on the ease of automating the stimulus.  In our case these are static analog signals (power 

supply and ground and their monitor points if applicable), dynamic analog signals and  dynamic digital signals, 

typically clock and data signals.  The register and power blocks are relatively easy to generate automatically, but some 

dynamic signals types lend themselves to automation as well, i.e. sinusoids and clocks. 

Figure 1  

Testbench Architecture 



Analog-UVM(AU) generic interface. 

In UVM, agent design can be essentially determined from the variables in the interface.  For a generic approach, 

we use an interface that can accommodate any number of variables of any type as shown in the left column of Listing 

1.  We chose an associative array of string variables indexed by string names (inspired by [14]), as standard functions 

exist to cast other variables types (int and real) both to and from strings.  The interface must accommodate bi-

directional information flow.  Two associative arrays are used in the interface, one, settings, for control variables  sent 

to the DUT and the other,  observations, for measurement variables from the DUT sent to the test.  Three additional 

variables are added to the interface for reporting and synchronization.  A status_trigger event variable enables the 

agent to request generation of an observation item.  The sequence_name string provides the name of the most recent 

sequence to the design and the design_state_name allows some tagging of the observations with design state 

information.  The interface has no clocking, and thus needs no ports. 

Analog-UVM generic agent sequence item and driver 

The sequence item as shown in Listing 2 also contains the same key variables as the interface, except those related 

to data synchronization.  The standard key functions are provided , do_copy, do_compare and convert2string, modified 

Listing 1  
Generic Interface Declaration 

Listing 2  

Declaration of autb_generic_seq_item and key functions 



from the cookbook examples [15].   This is designed to be extended in the test environment based on the actual 

variables that are needed in each testbench module.  Randomization features are not used at this time.  

The agent driver copies the information from the sequence item into the interface as shown in Listing 3. The 

remaining agent code can be found in the locations in the Appendix.  

AU register interface.   

The primary difference between the generic interface and the register interface as shown in the right column of 

Listing 1, is that we know that we can use a single type (int) for all the settings and observation values.  For the register 

interface we declare two associative arrays, “writable” and “readonly,” again with string index, but of type “int.”  The 

“sequence_name” and “design_state_name” variables provide the same function as in the generic interface. In 

addition, we provide a “delay” function, to allow each sequence to model any required time consumption for the time 

it might take to write more than one register at a time thru a register interface bus.  To avoid confusion with other 

standard packages we chose the name autb_csr_if (for analog UVM testbench control/status registers.)   

AU csr agent 

The csr agent differs from the generic agent only in that the associative array is a “int” type indexed by string rather 

than string type. The code can be found at the location in Appendix A.   

Generic testbench block architecture 

We will use the power section as our example for analog stimulus.  The tb_power block contains two instances and 

code to transfer information between the two, as shown in Table 1.   

The adrive block for DC values uses a real valued “set” variable and an “enable” signal.  In the Verilog-AMS case, 

there are also variables for Ron/Roff and transition time, so these are also present in the SV-RNM model even though 

not used.  The listing for both versions of the adrive, the SystemVerilog wrapper and the interface are shown below.   
TABLE 1  

TESTBENCH COMPONENT ROLES 

Block top_tb tb_power_stim 
tb_bias_stim 

tb_analog_stim 

tb_register_stim 
tb_digital_stip 

Code function import test package and  

start uvm test 

connect interface variables and 

[power | bias | analog]_adrive 

variables 

variable declarations and port 

assignments 

connect interface variables and 

variable values 

Listing 3 

Task declaration for autb_generic_driver run_phase showing sequence item handling. 



 

The tb_analog block may require additional types of sources, to support dynamic waveforms.  Two options that can 

be easily automated are sinusoidal sources, and reading wave data from a file.  In addition,  similar monitors for 

outputs may be needed.  Our simple example case only needs observation of static voltages.  Power and bias modules 

would default to using DC value observation. 

The generic agent interface provides the connection to UVM and the test.  The agent and interface are designed not 

to require changes for each design.  Associative arrays provide a convenient way to provide the required flexibility.  

Separate associative arrays are provided for stimulus and observation.  A sample trigger is provided to allow control 

of observation data collection in the absence of other triggers.   

The power, bias and analog adrive modules may be coded in SystemVerilog or Verilog-AMS, depending on the 

DUT representation to be used.  All ports of the driver are connected through the block stimulus top as interconnect 

for flexibility.  The signal type is established in the adrive module.  For Verilog-AMS these are declared as electrical 

as shown in Listing 4.   

Voltage sources are declared with a second electrical node to establish a resistive branch.  In the SV-RNM case, 

shown in Listing 5, we use a single “discrete electrical” UDN which resolves node voltage based on any number of 

Thevenin or Norton equivalent drivers.  For ease of modeling in our selected tool, MiM, these are provided as a 

DE_thevenin and DE_norton module which are instantiated on each (discrete electrical) port of our models.  These 

Listing 4  
Verilog-AMS view of power_adrive module 

Listing 5 
SystemVerilog-RNM view of power_adrive module 



each have five connections as shown in Table 2, for brevity in module code these are commonly connected by port 

order. 
TABLE 2  

UDN TRANSACTOR MODULES WITH PORT-TYPE INFORMATION. 

Type  DE_thevenin DE_norton Dir Description 

UDN Signal signal IO the node connection 

Real Vobs Vobs O the node voltage as resolved 

Real  Iobs Iobs O the branch current as resolved 

Real  Vdrv Idrv I the branch quantity driven 

Real  Rdrv Gdrv I the branch qualifier value driven 

Power output behavior is modeled with a voltage setting and an enable.  If the enable is set the voltage is driven to 

the values of vset, else it is driven to zero also, in the VAMS view only, a high resistance is used in the off state.  

Grounds are always driven to zero.  Two variables in the adrive block are set from the sequence in the power block 

for static analog signals, per output port, {{port}}_vset and {{port}}_enable as shown in Listing 6. 

We could generate the interface and matching sequence item with a real variable and bit per port but that would 

require a new interface and agent for every testbench.  We could simplify and have an associative array of reals for 

the vset and another associative array  of bit for the enable, but does not allow for additional types of variables  to be 

added and used after the TB and sequences are generated.  By using a single associative array of strings with string 

lookup we can pass a whole table of variables per block.  Note that this pattern serves very well in the tb_analog block 

where we do not really know ahead of time what kinds of information need to be set from the test.  Thankfully, 

SystemVerilog has string functions to convert both reals and integers to and from strings.  These are used in the 

extended sequences and in the tb_power wrapper block as shown in Listing 6.  

Generic testbench top architecture  

The tb_top is now simply a portless module, connecting the DUT to each of the stimulus modules, plus the UVM 

package and the run_test command.   

Listing 6  
SystemVerilog view of tb_power block 



AUTOMATING TB CONSTRUCTION WITH JINJA TEMPLATES  
USING PYTHON RUNNING IN A JUPYTER NOTEBOOK 

Argument for automation 

The UVM testbench for our simple example requires 41 files, across 9 directories.  8 packages are compiled.  Our 

production environment for a larger design creates 74 files.  Without automation, this is not manageable for rapid 

testbench creation and deployment.  It may need to be done once, but such an exercise should not be repeated without 

good reason.  With a little automation, this can be accomplished for a new design in a few minutes, if the data is ready 

and the flow is set up. The data flow for this process is shown in Figure 2. The design specification for the following 

examples is shown in Listing 7. 

Example Jinja Templates and Python rendering code 

The tb_power_stim block testbench was rendered with the power block dictionary from the final processed 

testbench specification for our simple example.  The module declaration needs to include all ports, and then are the 

two instances to place.  The template code for this part of the module is shown in Listing 8.  If  bus port ranges are not 

included in the port part of the module declaration, they do need to be declared before the instances are added.  Double 

braces, “{{ }},” indicate insertion points for data elements, and single braces with percent “{% %}”  indicate 

instructions for the template engine.  The resulting module declaration was shown in Listing 6.   

A similar approach was used to generate the code blocks that respond to the changes in the settings in the interface 

to set the variables in the adrive block, as well as collect observed variable values from the adrive block and set the 

entries in the pwr_observations array.  As well as the entire adrive block in both SV-RNM and Verilog-AMS flavors. 

Listing 7  
Nestedtext representation of example design specification, after applying Name Convention and Register map information. 

Figure 2  
Data flow diagram for TB file generation. 



Example templates and python code (run as code snippets in a Jupyter notebook) and the Anaconda package 

specifications can be found at the locations in Appendix A. 

FINISHING THE UVM BENCH. 

Based on the NestedText design specification captured from the DUT portlist, project naming convention and 

register_map, the full testbench specification was built and all the testbench and compilation files were generated as 

shown in the diagram in Figure 2.  

The UVM environment and initial sanity test are sufficient to validate design and tb elaboration and to see the 

power, bias and register defaults are applied.  At this point standard verification work can begin.  Turn on sequences 

for blocks generated from the register information can be added to the test.  But there may be additional code needed 

in some tb blocks as discussed below. At this point, one can accept the script work as finished and work directly with 

the generated files.  Alternatively one could continue to add features to the data-structure and templates and re-generate 

the testbench.  A serious look at the Portable Stimulus Standard (PSS) [16] may help to inform an approach here.  

 

Custom Analog signal generation (other than power and bias, i.e.: Sinusoids.) 

For the analog block, one common requirement is driving inputs with sinusoidal signals, another is monitoring 

sinusoidal outputs.  Once initially developed, this is probably most easily addressed by enhancing the data structure 

and the template, as one could easily follow a single pattern for all such cases.  The simple test case we use to present 

the paper only needs to monitor the DC value of analog outputs. 

Digital signal generation (other than register/logic controls, i.e.: Clocks)  

Likewise in the digital block, a common requirement is to generate some clocks and monitor clock frequencies from 

the DUT.  These will be relatively easily added to the template as well. 

Writing Sequences to control the simulation. 

Beyond simple “block turn on” sequences,  (such as is sufficient for the example design here) each design will 

require design specific sequences that are not easily inferred from the design ports or the register map.  As the sequence 

libraries contain at least one example sequence each, developing more will not be difficult for the verifier.   

Controlling sequences based on design outputs. 

While not yet enabled in the automated version of this flow, the first design utilizing this flow had such a 

requirement.  It was a phase-locked loop (PLL) which utilized a binary search algorithm to set the voltage controlled 

oscillator (VCO) coarse frequency control bits.  To enable this an observer interface was instantiated in the design 

(normally this should be bound to a design element, with a function to test if the value of the required variable was 

above or below the target value.  The virtualized interface was made available to the environment and passed to the 

virtual sequence that was configuring the PLL.  This pattern is very similar to that used to query the state of a DUT 

interrupt pin for interrupt testing.  An example from the Verification Academy Cookbook [15] was referenced. 

RESULTS 

As J.B.D. had some prior experience with Jinja and Python, the methodology seemed likely to produce a useful 

future result. The extra development effort paid off, as only a small effort was needed on the third deployment.   

Listing 8  
Jinja Template for module declaraton and instances placed in tb_power module 



Initial development 

For the initial testbench development, approximately three weeks were required from start of the TB development 

until initial simulation was successful.  A couple of days were the initial UVM environment debugging until the 

simulation completed build and connect phase and started run phase.  Another week was needed to finish the bench 

(adding the observer interface and additional test sequences) and a 5th week working with the design team to resolve 

issues until the full design showed the functionality expected.   

Subsequent Deployment Experience  

A common experience with the second use of a self-built tool, is that many things in the initial development are less 

than optimal.  One area in this case was in applying the naming convention to the design.  After a couple of attempts 

to get this re-coded and working, we realized there was a way to provide a general search functionality with the details 

of the naming convention provided as a data structure in a nestedtext file.  This allows separation of the details of 

naming convention from the Python code, enabling a different convention to be applied as needed to get the tool to 

do most of the sorting work.  This refactoring added a week. A couple of simulator issues with the models as coded 

added a week of debug not related to this flow development.  Small changes to the TB spec structure required edits to 

most templates with the result, again, that it took 3 weeks to get the initial version of the second bench up and running.  

That simulator issue required a test-case.  A simple UVM test case (now the example design featured in this paper) 

was thrown together.  The 3 scripts were copied to a new tb workspace, applied to the new design.  The initial UVM 

bench was up and running the test through powerup in only 3 hours, after fixing a couple more template issues.  Figure 

shows the doubler dll locking and dll loop voltage output voltage changing in our example circuit.   

 

On Naming conventions 

Naming conventions are nice until someone needs to enforce them.  Then documenting them is essential, and this 

practically requires one to select a parser engine and parser language definition scheme for the purpose.  Names that 

include Ibias, avdd, avss and vldo  may seem easily identified as bias and supply types.  But the blocks generating 

them may have controls that include the item being controlled (en_ibias3, ldo_vsel,  en_ldo_avdd1p3.  In this case it 

seems that the phrases indicating a control signal, take priority over the identification as a supply.  This insight leads 

to the two level search algorithm used so far, but this author suspects that other approaches may still be needed before 

giving mixed-signal development teams advice on choosing a naming convention and enforcing it. 

CONCLUSION 

Combining templating plus a flexible programming language in an interactive editing environment, mixed-signal 

verification teams can easily solve the testbench creation problem and get some benefit from the existing UVM 

standard.  

Figure 3 Simulation Results for the Example circuit with turn-on sequence added. 



APPENDIX 

Agent and template Code examples are published at https://github.com/jbdavid-inno/analog-uvm-tb . 

Example DUT with generated files are published at https://github.com/jbdavid-inno/simple_uvm_testcase . 
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